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Abstract: In this paper we study convergence properties of Uzawa-type algorithms for the iterative solution of mixed 
finite element approximations to two-dimensional boundary value problems with equality constraints, such as the 
plane Stokes problem or the plane incompressible elasticity problem. We present estimates of the convergence factors 
which are optimal with respect to the discretization parameter h. It is shown, in particular, that for the problems 
mentioned the convergence factor of the classical Uzawa-algorithm is independent of h. 
1. Introduction 
Boundary value problems with equality constraints arise, for instance, from the Stokes 
problem in fluid mechanics or from the incompressible lasticity problem. In practice, for these 
problems a mixed formulation is widely used in order to include the incompressibility condition 
in a manner which is convenient for the numerical solution. The finite element approximation 
leads to a linear system of algebraic equations with an indefinite symmetric matrix. To solve this 
system, many different methods are known [1,2,7,8,16]. 
A method frequently used is an iterative one known as Uzawa-algorithm. The convergence of 
Uzawa’s method was studied in many papers (see, e.g. [7,8,16]). The basic idea of these 
convergence proofs enables us to establish the convergence of the algorithm merely but not to 
estimate the convergence factor. For practical purposes, however, it is important to know exactly 
the convergence properties in order to determine the computational work. It is a well-known fact 
that the convergence factor of any iterative process is characterized by the spectral radius of the 
iteration operator. The iteration operator of Uzawa’s method for the original (non-augmented) 
Lagrangian method is of the form Z - 7BTAs1 B. Clearly, this means that we have to estimate the 
eigenvalues of the operator BTA-‘B. 
In this paper we consider the boundary value problems mentioned above in the two 
dimensional case. In Section 2 we give the mixed formulation of an abstract boundary value 
problem with equality constraints and collect some notations and facts needed in the following 
sections. In Section 3 we prove that the smallest eigenvalue of BTA-‘B can be estimated from 
below by A,h2 and, analogously, the largest one from above by A 2 h2, where the constants A, and 
A, are independent of the usual discretization parameter h. These estimates imply the conver- 
gence factor of the classical Uzawa-algorithm to be independent of h. In Section 4 we discuss 
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some modifications of Uzawa’s algorithm and estimate their convergence factors. Finally, we 
present some numerical results which decisively substantiate the estimates mentioned above. 
2. Preliminaries 
Let fi be a bounded domain in R* and let r = ati be its boundary which is assumed to be 
sufficiently smooth. We now define the Hilbert spaces 
V= {u=(ul, u2): uiE W:(9), ui=Oon r,, i=1,2} 
and 
L,(Q)/R, if r=r,, 
L2o-a otherwise, 
and equip them with the norms 
II u II v = I 0 I1.D = ( ,+I l”illff2~= ii$,L( %)2dx)o.5 
and 
respectively. The space W:(Q) is the usual Sobolev space of scalar functions which have 
generalized gradients in L*(a). r, is that part of the boundary r where the vector-functions 
u E V vanish; it is supposed to have a positive measure. We denote the dual space of V and the 
corresponding duality pairing by I/* and ( . , . ), respectively. The dual space M* of the Hilbert 
space M is usually identified with M. The inner product ( - , - )M in M coincides with the usual 
L,-inner product ( *, - )M. 
Let a( -, . ): V X V -+ R be a symmetric continuous bilinear form such that 
I ah 4 I G Cl I u I1.n I u II.Q, Vu,0 E V, c1 = const. > 0 (2.1) 
and b(.;): VXM --) R be a continuous bilinear form such that 
Ibh d I G c2 I u I1.D I4 I O,QT Vu E Y, Vq E M, c2 = const. > 0. (2.2) 
Furthermore, we assume that the bilinear form a( -, - ) is positive definite on the space V, = { u E 
V: b( u, q) = 0, Vq E M} and that the well known Brezzi-BabuSka condition is satisfied, i.e. 
there exist positive constants c3 and c4 such that 
a(u, u)>,c,Iul,f,, V,‘uE K) (2.3) 
and 
bh d 
(2.4) 
For any given f E V/* and g E M*, we consider the following problem: find u E V and p E A4 
such that 
a(~, u) +b(u, p) = (f, u), VUE V’, (2.5) 
b(u, q)=(g, qh, V’qEM. (2.6) 
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Under the main assumptions (2.1)-(2.4). the problem (2.5)-(2.6) has a unique solution (u, p) E 
V x M (see, e.g., [4,6]). 
Now, we shall specify the bilinear forms a(. , - ) and b( . , . ) for two important examples 
mentioned already in the introduction to this paper. 
(i) The Stokes problem: 
-vAui-grad p=f in QC R2, 
div u = 0 in 0, 
u=o on r, = r, 
where u = (ut, u2) denotes the velocity and p the pressure of a flow, f = (f,, f,) is the 
density of the body forces. The viscosity v is assumed to be constant. Hence, for the Stokes 
problem, we get 
au au. 
a(u, u>= t v/grad u;.grad ui dx= i v/o&& dx, 
;=t n i,j=l J J 
b(u, q)= -/ndivu.qdx, (f 7 0) = ,il khui dxy g=o 
(see also [16]). 
(ii) The incompressible linear elasticity problem: 
- ,$, &‘ij = Pfi, i= 1,2, in OC R2, 
J 
2 au 
div u= c L=O in 3, 
i=, axi 
i aijnj= ti, i= 1,2 on r,, u=O on r,. 
j=l 
aij = 2Gcij -psi,, 
cij = cij( u> = os( aui/axj + auj/axi), 
where uij is the stress tensor, eij is the strain tensor, u = (ut, u2) denotes the displacement 
vector and p the hydrostatic pressure. Furthermore, f is the body force per unit mass, p is 
the mass density, G is the shear modulus, n = (n,, n2) denotes the outer unit normal 
vector to r, t = (t,, t2) is the vector of the specified surface forces, aij is Kronecker’s delta. 
For this problem, we have 
a(u, u) = 2G ; /rij(u)cij(u) dx, 
i.j=l n 
b(u, q)= -/ndivu.qdx, 
(f, u) = 5 {Lhuidx+/r,tiuidT), g=O (see [18]). 
i-l 
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It can be shown that, for these two examples, the assumptions (2.1)-(2.4) are satisfied (see, e.g., 
[7,161). 
Let V, and Mh be suitable finite element approximations of the spaces V and M, respectively. 
We assume the spaces Vh and Mh to be finite-dimensional subspaces of V and M, respectively. 
However, it is also possible to use nonconforming finite elements in order to approximate the 
space V, [5]. In this case the space I’, is no longer, a subspace of V. We denote here by h a 
suitably choosen discretization parameter such that the dimension of the spaces I’,, and Mh is of 
the order 0( hm2). 
Now, problem (2.5)-(2.6) can be approximated by the following one: find ii,, E I’, and 
p,, E M,, such that 
a@,, 6,) + b(fi,, P,) = (_A a,>, vfi, E I$, (2.7) 
G/V 4,) = (g, %J,~ v&l E M/l. (2-S) 
To ensure existence and uniqueness of the approximate solution (ii,, Ph) E I’, x Mh, two 
conditions which are the discrete ‘counterparts’ to (2.3) and (2.4) must be satisfied (see [4,6]). In 
particular, we suppose that the discrete Brezzi-BabuSka condition 
a( &, a,) 2 cf 1 c/, &‘Y Q E vi, 9 cj* = const. > 0, 
are fulfilled, where V,,, = { ij,, E V,: b( ijh, ijh) = 0, vqh E M,, }. 
(2.10) 
Remark 1. The ‘discrete’ conditions (2.9) and (2.10) do not automatically follow from their 
‘continuous’ counterparts (2.4) and (2.3). They must be verified for any individual choice of the 
finite element spaces V, and M,,. 
Remark 2. For our further considerations, we make the following restrictions: 
(i) the constants cf and c: are independent of h; 
(ii) the condition (2.10) holds for all Ch E V,. 
These conditions are satisfied in many applications including our numerical example considered 
in the final section of this paper. If, for instance, the condition (2.3) holds for all u E V, and V, is 
a subspace of V then the condition (ii) is automatically fulfilled with c; = c3. 
Let us introduce the Euclidean vector spaces VhE and MhE of the nodal parameter vectors u,, 
and q,, corresponding to Ch E V,, and C& E M,,, respectively. Since the spaces VhE and MhE of 
nodal parameter vectors are isomorphic to the corresponding spaces V,, and M,, of finite element 
interpolants, we can rewrite the approximate problem (2.7)-(2.8) as follows: 
Find uh E VhE and p,, E MF such that 
A,u, + B,p, =fh, (2.11) 
B,Tu,, = g, , (2.12) 
where Ah=(Akj), i,j=l,..., n and B,,=(&“), i=l,..., n, k=l,..., m, are matrices of the 
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order nXn and nXm, respectively, and f,,=(f,‘), i=l..... n, gh=(gf), k=l,..., m. are 
vectors, the components of which are defined by 
A;;‘=+&, @Jj$ i,j=l,..., n, 
B;*k=b($&, 4X), i=l,..., n, k=l,..., m, 
f,l=(f, &), j=l,...,n, 
gi=(g, J:),, k=l,...,m. 
The systems of functions { I$,, $-J;, . . . , +t } and { Ji, $i,. . . , 4,” } consist of the usual global 
finite-element interpolation functions, which form a basis in the spaces Vh and IV,,, respectively. 
Therefore, we have dim VhE = dim V’, = n and dim Mf = dim IV,, = m. As mentioned above, the 
dimension of the spaces V,, and M,, is of the order 0( he*). Hence, there exist positive constants 
c5 and cg such that 
n < c,h-* and m < c,h-*. 
Finally, we suppose that the inequalities 
c,h*(q,, q/k d /og” dx G csh*(q,, q,J,,, 
(2.13) 
(2.14) 
hold for all nodal parameter VeCtOrS qh E h!ff and their finite-element interpOhntS ijh E bfh, 
[9,14]. Here c, and c8 are positive constants independent of h; ( -, - ), is the usual Euclidean 
inner product in R”. 
3. Convergence properties of the classical Uzawa-algorithm 
The problem (2.11)-(2.12) is nothing but a large sparse linear system of algebraic equations 
with an indefinite symmetric system matrix. To solve this system, the so-called Uzawa-algorithm 
is widely used in numerical practice. Let us give an algorithmic description of Uzawa’s method, 
which was also discussed in references [2,7,8,16]: 
Let pi E M,,a be an initial approximation of ph. Then, for given pi E A4:, compute uf+’ E VF 
by solving 
A uk+l = fh - B,p; h h (3.1) 
and pi+’ E MhE from 
_ Phk+‘-phk +@;+I =gh, 
7 
(3.2) 
where k = 0, 1,. . . , and T is a suitably chosen iteration parameter. 
We note that A, is a large sparse symmetric positive definite matrix. Hence, there are many 
efficient methods to solve (3.1) (see, e.g., [1,9,11,15]). 
From now on we renounce to use h as an index and write, for instance, A instead of A,,, VE 
instead of VhE, u instead of u,, etc. Computing u from (2.11) and substituting it into (2.12), we 
get the following problem which is equivalent to (2.11)-(2.12): Find p E ME such that 
B’A-‘Bp = &-If-g (3.3) 
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and compute 
u =K’(f- B/J) E VE. 
Therefore, the classical Uzawa-algorithm (3.1)-(3.2) is nothing but the simple two-level iterative 
method for (3.3) with a fixed iteration parameter 7: 
P k+1=(I-7BTA-1B)pk+7(BTA-lf-g),, (3.4) 
with uk = A -‘(f- Bpk), k = 0, 1,. . . , ; p” is the ignition vector of the iteration process (3.4), I is 
the identity matrix of the dimension m x m. 
Proofs that Uzawa’s algorithm or some modifications of this method converge can be found in 
many papers, see, e.g., [7,8,16]. The aim of this paper, however, is to estimate the convergence 
rate or, in other word, the convergence factor of Uzawa’s algorithm. As one can see from (3.4), 
the iteration operator of Uzawa’s algorithm is of the form I - rBTA -‘B. Therefore, the 
convergence factor is determined by the bounds of the eigenvalues of the operator BTA-‘B (see, 
e.g., [15]). Note that the matrix BTA-’ B is of order m X m, it is symmetric and positive definite. 
The latter property follows immediately from the discrete Brezzi-BabuSka condition (2.9). 
Hence, the eigenvalues of BTA-‘B are real and positive, and they can be estimated by means of 
the Rayleigh quotient. 
Lemma 1. Suppose that for the problem (2.7)-(2.8) the conditions (2.1), (2.2), (2.9) and (2.10) are 
satisfied and that the inequalities (2.14) hold. Let us denote by y, and y2 the smallest and the 
greatest eigenvalues of the matrix BTA-‘B, respectively. Then the estimates 
y1 2 A,h2 and y2 < A2h2 (3.5) 
hold with the positive constants 
A, = c,(c~*)~c;~ and A 2 = c&c~ ’ , 
which are independent ofh in accordance with Remark 2. Thus, the condition number of the matrix 
BTA - *B is of the order 0( 1) for h --) 0. 
Proof. Let us first estimate the greatest eigenvalue of BTA-‘B. Using the definition of the 
operators A, B and (2.2), we have 
(BrA-‘Bq, q)2, = (Bq, A-‘Bq)Z, = b2(ATq, ii) 
G cs I4 l&2 IA -1Bql&?. (3.6) 
Furthermore, taking into account the inequality 
IfilI,f,<c,‘(Au, u),, c,=c,* (seeRemark2), 
which holds for all nodal parameter vectors u E VE and their finite element interpolants ii E V, 
we get 
IA~ql,f, < c;’ (AA-‘Bq, A-‘Bq),, 
= c;‘( BTA-‘Bq, q),. (3.7) 
Combining (3.6), (3.7) and (2.14), we obtain 
( BTA-‘Bq, q), d cfc&h2(q, q),,, Vq E ME. 
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Hence, 
Y2 = sup 
( BY4 -‘m 4,) 
(49 &I 
< cfc,‘c,h ’ = A2h2, 
qEM” 
q+o 
and the second estimate in (3.5) is proved. 
Now, let us consider the smallest eigenvalue of BTA-‘B. Recalling (2.14). the discrete 
Brezzi-Babuska condition (2.9) and (2.1) we get for any q E ME 
c,h2(q, q)m G I4 I,‘., 
< (c,*)_’ sup 
[ 
CA a) 2< (c;)-2sup WY 4)2 
i;o” 16 Il.52 I “iso” Cl -‘a@, a) 
( BT~-h, 4): 
ti;;~ (-4-k w)n 
(3.8) 
with the substitution u = A-’ 
and [im( B)] IA-‘, 
w. Now we decompose the space VE into the two subspaces im( B) 
which are orthogonal to each other with respect to the inner product 
generated 
admits to 
(u, u)~-I = (A-h, u), 
by the symmetric positive definite matrix A-‘. This means that every vector 
WE VE=im(B)+ [im(B)ILA-’ 
a unique representation 
w = wr + w2, (3.9) 
where w, E im( B) and w, E [im( B)] I’-‘. Since ( wr, w~)~-I = 0, we observe that 
(A-‘w, w) = (A-‘w,, wl) + (A-‘w2, wZ). 
Now, using the decomposition (3.9) and (3.10), we obtain for the quotient in (3.8) 
( BTA-*w, 4): (A-‘(w, + wdr Bq)2, 
(A-‘w, w)n = (A-‘w,, ~1)~ + (A-1w2, wz), 
(3.10) 
(A-‘+ Bq)2, 
’ (A%+ I& ’ (3.11) 
Substituting wt = 
( BTA-‘B)o.5 
Br and using Cauchy’s inequality, we proceed with the abbreviation T = 
(A-$, Bq)2, = (A-‘Br9 &)2, = (T’r, QL 
(A-‘% d (A-l~r, or), (T2r, r), 
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such that together with (3.11) the inequality 
( BTA -lw, 4); 
(A% w)n 
Q ( BTA-‘Bq, q), (3.12) 
holds. Combining (3.8) and (3.12), we obtain 
y, = inf 
( BTA-‘Bq, q), 
qEME (4, &I 
> C;‘c,(c;)*h* = A,h*. 
q+o 
This completes the proof. 0 
Remark 3. For k-dimensional problems (D c Rk), we get the estimates 
yl >, A,hk and y2 s A2hk 
for the smallest and greatest eigenvalues of the matrix BTA -‘B, respectively. 
Theorem 1. If the iteration parameter r satisfies the inequalities 
0-=7-=2/Y*, 
then Uzawa’s method (3.1)-(3.2) (or (3.4)) conoerges. Moreover, the following estimate for 
convergence rate holds 
II Pk-PIIm~ bb)lkll PO-PIL (3.13) 
where II - 11 m denotes the Euclidean norm corresponding to the inner product ( *, - ),, pk and p” are 
the current and the initial approximation of Uzawa’s algorithm, respectively, p is the solution of the 
discrete problem (2.11)-(2.12). The convergence factor p( 7) satisfies the inequality 
0 < P(%.J G P(T) = max{ ll-vll, ll--7~~l)<l 
for any T E (0, 2/y,). For T = T,+ = 2/( y, + y2), we obtain the optimal convergence factor popt = 
~(q,~~) = (1 - 00 + E)-‘7 where 5 = y1/y2 = A/AZ. 
Proof. The proof of this theorem follows immediately from Lemma 1 and the results of [15]. 0 
The following results are consequences of the estimate (3.13). 
Corollary 1. In order to reduce the error by a factor of E, i.e. 
II Pk-Pllm~~II P”-PIIW O<~<l, 
we need asymptotically O(ln c-‘) iterations. 
Corollary 2. Together with (3.13) the following estimates hold 
Mk-BI o.n~(C*C;1)0~5~P~~~lkIPo-bIo.~. 
I kk - fi I1,n < c*(c3)-‘(c*c;* )0~5~P~~~lk-11~0-~Io.n~ 
These estimates follow immediately from (2.14), (2.2), (2.10), (3.13) and from the obvious 
identity 
a(fik - ii, a) = b(C, p -j”-‘), 
which is valid for all a E V. 
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4. Some modifications of Uzawa’s algorithm and their convergence properties 
The algorithm described by (2.1)-(3.2) is the simplest variant of Uzawa-type algorithms for 
solving the problem (2.11)-(2.12). In this section we are concerned with some algorithmical 
aspects of Uzawa’s method. We consider the system of linear algebraic equations (3.3). In order 
to determine the vector p E ME we have to solve a system with the matrix BTA-‘B and the 
righthand side BTA-‘f. Recall that Uzawa’s algorithm (3.1)-(3.2) is nothing but the simple 
two-level iteration for (3.3). But there are other well-known iterative methods for solving systems 
of linear algebraic equations with positive definite symmetric matrices such as the gradient 
method, the conjugate gradient method or the Chebyshev method, see, for instance, [1,15]. 
Here were present a conjugate gradient algorithm called UCGM (Uzawa Conjugate Gradient 
Method): 
Start: 
p:=pOEME, 
,ij:= Bp -f, 
u:= -A-$T, 
r:= -BTu+g, 
s := r, 
w:=(r, r)m, 
Iteration: 
1 g:= Bs, 
d:=A-‘g, 
a := BTd, 
7 := u/(d, S),,, 
p := p - rs, 
r:=r-ra, 
u := u + .rd, 
if II r II G fl II f II goto 2, 
p := (r, rJrn. 
P := l-4% 
w := /.l, 
s := r + bs, 
got0 1, 
2 end. 
The following notations were used: 
p and u are the current approximations to the unknown vectors, r is the defect vector of the 
system (3.3), s, g, d, a are some auxiliary vectors, T, /S, p, w denote scalar iteration parameters. 
The algorithm requires to store 3 vectors of dimension n = dim VE and 4 vectors of dimension 
m = dim ME. 
Remark 4. The UCGM is a conjugate gradient method for computing p, but it is also possible to 
compute the vector u simultaneously by means of a recursive formula. The pair (ii, p) E VE X ME 
computed by the UCGM is the approximate solution of (2.11)-(2.12). However, the vector U can 
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be improved by a suitable iteration process applied to Au = f - BP with the initial approximation 
ii. 
In Section 3 we have shown that the estimates A,h2 < h < A, h2 hold for the eigenvalues X of 
the operator BT’ -‘B. Using these estimates and taking into account well-known results on the 
convergence of iterative methods (see, e.g., [IS]), we can immediately prove the following 
convergence theorem. 
Theorem 2. Let E > 0 and h be the discretization parameter. In the UCGM, let pz be the initial 
iteration, pi the kth iteration, and p,, denotes the exact solution of (3.3). Then the estimate 
II P5PhIl ~~11 PFPhII 
holds for all k 2 I(e) = ln( &)/lnp,, where p1 = (1 - jt)/(l + is), 5 = Al/A,. Therefore, the 
number of iterations is again independent of h. 
Remark 5. Instead of the UCGM, we can also use other iterative processes for solving (3.3) such 
as the gradient method or the Chebyshev method. To apply the latter one, it is necessary to know 
the constants A, and A, or, at least, appropriate estimates of them. If the constants A, and A2 
are not given a priori, then we can compute them easily using the gradient method for (3.3) with 
f = 0 and p” # 0 [15, pp. 338-3401. 
Remark 6. In the UCGM, we have to solve a system of linear algebraic equations of the form 
Ad = 3 at each iteration step. If optimal iterative methods for solving Ad = j are used, i.e. 
methods which require hm2 arithmetical operations asymptotically, then the UCGM requires 
he2 In e-l arithmetical operations asymptotically. Therefore, the UCGM is an asymptotically 
optimal iterative method for solving (3.3). The need of storage is, first of all, determined by the 
matrices A and B. If spare techniques for both matrices are used, then the storage required is of 
the order 0( hW2). 
5. Numerical results 
In order to study real numerical properties of the UCGM described in Section 3 we consider 
the incompressible linear elasticity problem which was defined in Section 2. Here,’ the domain 
L? c R2 is a rectangle. The body forces A, i = 1,2, and the surface tractions t;, i = 1,2, were 
choosen in such a manner that the functions ui = u,(x,, x2) = x2 + (x1 - 1.5)2, u2 = u,(x,, x2) 
= -xi * (x1 - 1.5), p =p(x,, x2) = 1 are the exact solution of (2.5)-(2.6). On r, (see Fig. 1) we 
have the boundary conditions ui = 0, i = 1,2. 
To construct the F.E.M.-approximation of the problem, we divide each side of the rectangular 
domain 52 into N equal parts. Hence, we get a uniform subdivision of D into N2 rectangular 
finite elements. We approximate the displacement vector u by means of the 8-node finite 
element. For the pressure p we take the constant element. The corresponding spaces V,, and IV,, 
are constructed as usual. In this case, the discrete Brezzi-Babuska condition (2.9) is fulfilled with 
a constant cq* which is independent of h [12]. 
For this problem, the UCGM and also the Uzawa Gradient Method (UGM) were imple- 
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1.5 
Fig. 1. 
Table 1 
N dim A4: dim V,,E NZE(B) NZE (A) I(UCGM) I(UCGM) I(UGM) 
c, = 1o-4 c, =10-3 ‘, = 10-3 
4 16 130 210 1198 8 6 
5 25 192 342 1975 8 6 
6 36 266 506 2946 9 7 
7 49 352 702 4111 9 7 
8 64 450 930 5470 9 7 
9 81 560 1190 7023 9 7 
10 100 682 1482 8770 9 7 
12 144 962 2162 12846 9 7 
13 169 1120 2550 15175 9 7 
15 225 1472 3422 20405 9 7 
16 256 1666 3906 23326 9 7 
17 289 1872 4422 26431 9 7 
11 
11 
11 
11 
12 
12 
12 
12 
12 
12 
12 
mented. The system Ad = g arising at each iteration step was here solved by a conjugate gradient 
method. We recall that A is a positive definite symmetric matrix. Thus, there are also many other 
efficient direct and iterative methods for solving the system mentioned above. 
For the numbers of iterations I of the UCGM and the UGM we obtained the results as shown 
in Table 1, where NZE(A) and NZE(B) denote the numbers of non-zero elements of the 
matrices A and B, respectively, which were required to store. The parameter c, is that real 
number which was used to stop the iteration process (see the description of the UCGM). 
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